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— Recent experiments on the Z machine at Sandia National Laboratories have demonstrated the measurement of magnetic fields inside an imploding cylindrical liner. The aspect ratio six beryllium liner had a two micron thick aluminum radiographic tracer layer on its inner surface and was driven with approximately 20MA of current over a 100ns rise time. B-dot probes were placed at varying radial positions inside the liner and a time-dependent magnetic field was measured. We compare the results of these experiments to simulations performed with the multi-physics ALEGRA code. These simulations suggest that the measured magnetic field is due to flux frozen into the release from the liner’s inner surface. In short pulse mode, the surface magnetic pressure drives a shock into the liner. This shock has a magnetic component which is then frozen into the release wave formed when the shock reaches the liner’s free inner surface. Simulations suggest this magnetized low density release then flows past the B-dot probe and is the source of the measured magnetic field. We demonstrate how these experimental measurements could be utilized to infer the amount of magnetic field at the shock front just before it releases into the vacuum.
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